
hope
Do you hope you’ll speak English well?

Yes, I hope I’ll speak English well.

Do you hope the weather will be nice tomorrow?
Yes, I hope the weather will be nice tomorrow.

Are hopes and dreams important in your life?
Yes, hopes and dreams are important in my life.
No, hopes and dreams aren’t important in my 
life.
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We use be going to to speak about future intentions.
ex. I am going to swim at the weekend.

She is going to read this book tonight.
Are you going to run 3 kilometers again?

Intention          be going to      tonight
Again                until

What words do we use to speak about future 
intentions?

We use the words ‘be going to’ to speak about 
future intentions.
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Are you going to watch TV tonight?
Yes, I’m going to watch TV tonight.
No, I’m not going to watch TV tonight.

Is she going to answer a question again this lesson?
Yes, she’s going to answer a question again this   
lesson.

What are you going to do tonight?
I’m going to watch my favorite series on TV  
tonight.
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Am I going to work until nine o’clock?
Yes, you’re going to work until nine o’clock.
No, you aren’t going to work until nine o’clock.

When are you going to come here again?
I’m going to come here again next week.
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Are we going to be here until seven o’clock?
Yes, we’re going to be here until seven o’clock.
No, we aren’t going to be here until seven o’clock.



I thought*  that I knew her.*  I saw a similar program*  on TV yesterday.*  
They spoke a lot,*  but they also drunk coffee*  and ate cake.*  The 
average age*  is eighteen.*  She wrote* a series of articles.*  I think she 
should* take that exam now.*  I could paint very well*  when I was 
younger.*  He told me*  that he wanted*  to work as an engineer,*  not 
as a doctor.*  The past participle of ‘speak’*  is ‘spoken’.*
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